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Abstract—Manifold learning is the technique that aims for finding a constructive way to embed the data from a highdimensional space into a low-dimensional one based on non-linear approaches. In this paper a supervised manifold
learning method for shape recognition is proposed. The approach is based on learning the manifold space for training
samples, and maps the test samples to the learned space by a Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN). The
main goal in this paper is to propose a new feature vector to coincide semantic with Euclidean distances. To
accomplish this, the desired topological manifold is learnt by a global distance driven non-linear feature extraction
method. The experimental results indicated that the geometrical distances between the samples on the manifold space
are more related to their semantic distance. To fuse the results of shape recognition based on contour and region
based methods, the final result of shape recognition is based on committee decision in three manifold spaces. The
experimental results confirmed the effectiveness and the validity of the proposed method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, due to advances in imaging devices and
memory technologies, the storage of huge number of
images has been possible in computers. Large volume
of information is encoded in images. It is interesting to
mention that the ancients were aware of the
importance of images. Confucius- a Chinese
philosopher said in 500 BC that "A picture is worth
one thousand words". The study of automatically
indexing the image databases has been one of
important issues in information and communication
technologies. Much research has been carried out on
image retrieval (IR) in the last two decades. In general,
IR research efforts are divided into two types of
approaches. The first approach is based on annotation
by textual information around the image [1].

Especially, this has been done in search engines like
Google by file names, image captions, Alternate Text
(ALT), HTML titles, and hyperlinks. The second
approach is based on image labeling by low-level
features extracted form image content. This approach
has an important use in semantical web filtering,
image mining and multidimensional indexing of image
databases. Typically, the features used in content
based image indexing are texture, colour, shape and
spatial relation of objects. In many cases, shape in IR
is more powerful for identification than colour and
texture. On the other hand, it has been found that 71%
of users are interested in retrieval by shape [2].
Topology describes the object property that is not
changed by deformations. Only tearing cause changes
in topology. For example, circle and ellipse have the
same topology, and sphere is topologically equivalent

to ellipsoid. Topological space is defined by a set of
topologically equivalent objects. A manifold M is a
topological space that is locally Euclidean. It means
that there is a neighborhood around every point of M
that is topologically the same as the open unit ball in
RD. In general, any object that is nearly “flat” on small
scales is a manifold [3]. An open line segment, a circle
and a knotted circle are 1-manifold (d=1) that are
mapped into one, two or three dimensional space,
respectively. This means that, although the mapping
spaces of these samples are different, they have similar
intrinsic dimensions.
Intrinsic dimensions that are extracted from the
samples of feature space. They are not structured in a
linear manner. Therefore, linear feature extraction
methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
are not able to discover the latent structures [4]. In this
regard, non-linear feature extraction algorithms, also
known as manifold learning methods, would be
suitable to discover the intrinsic dimensions by the use
of graphs and new metrics like geodesic distance. The
aim of this type of algorithms is to map a set of highdimension data set to a lower dimension data set.
Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [5],
Isomap [6], LLE [7], Hessian LLE [49], Laplacian
eigenmap [8],Local Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA)
[9], Maximum variance [10], Sammon’s nonlinear
mapping (NLM) [11], Curvilinear Component
Analysis (CCA) [12] and Curvilinear Distance
Analysis (CDA) [13] are the basic manifold learning
methods.
Using manifold learning approach in supervised
shape retrieval is the main innovation in this paper.
Isomap which is an unsupervised manifold learning
method is used for supervised shape manifold learning
in multiple feature spaces. We describe shapes in three
feature spaces. For each one, manifold space is learnt
for training samples. In manifold space related to each
feature space, Euclidean distance between training
samples is compatible with semantic distance. In order
to have an extension to map out-of-samples (test
samples) into manifold space, a Generalized
Regression Neural Network (GRNN) is employed.
Classification by kNN in each space by manifold
space is more accurate than observation space. Final
classification is based on committee of classifiers.
The experimental results demonstrated that the
geometrical distance between the samples on the
manifold space is closely related to the semantic
distance between them.
The paper is organized as follows. An overview to
supervised shape retrieval is introduced in section 2.
Section 3 presents a brief review of the manifold
learning in machine vision applications. Section 4
details our approach to shape classification. Section 5
presents experimental results. Section 6 concludes by
summarizing the contribution as well as discussing
potential future work.
II.

SUPERVISED SHAPE RETRIEVAL

There exist many shape description methods,
which are categorized into contour- and region-based
ones. Contour-based methods use edge points, while

region-based methods employ all points of the shape.
Some interesting surveys of various shape description
methods have been introduced in [14][15][16]. In
addition, there are some efforts in shape retrieval
based on learning methods.
However, the majority of shape retrieval methods
are based on unsupervised approaches. Bicego et al.
[17] represented a supervised scheme for sequences
based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In their
approach, shape was described by the vector of its
similarities with respect to a predetermined set of other
shapes, where the similarities were supported by
HMMs. They also in [18] investigated HMMs for the
purpose of classifying planar shapes represented by
their curvature coefficients. Thakoor et al. [19] used
HMM for identification of each shape class as well.
Accordingly, a reference path for each class was built
from the corresponding HMM, which was the optimal
path followed by the most likely example shape. To
classify a shape, its optimal path through HMM was
calculated and warped to match the reference path
using dynamic time warping (DTW). Correct class is
identified as the one for which the warping cost is
minimum. In [20], HMM is used for shape curvature
as its 2-D shape descriptor. The method is different
from the traditional maximum likelihood (ML) ones,
in which classification is based on probabilities from
independent individual class models, utilized
information from all classes to minimize classification
error.
Gorelick et al. [21] developed shape classification
based on a decision trees framework. They assumed
that some features are more prominent in some classes
of shapes than the others. Therefore, they employed
different combinations of features at different steps of
the classification algorithm.
In the method developed by Daliri et al. [22], the
dissimilarities between pairs of shapes were
transformed into suitable kernels which were classified
using support vector machines.
Wang et al. [23] used shape tree which consists of
junction nodes connected with several main skeleton
paths. They used Bayesian classifier in their
supervised shape classification. Sun et al. [24] also
employed Bayesian classification within a three-level
framework which consists of models for contour
segments, for classes, and for the entire database of
training examples. Bayesian classification has been
also used in Bai et al. [25] on graphs of shape
skeleton.
Vassilis et al. in 2011 [26] used fuzzy lattice
reasoning to learning the fusion of different shape
descriptors.
III.

MANIFOLD LEARNING IN MACHINE VISION

Manifold learning is used in different machine
vision applications such as CBIR [27][28][29], shape
analysis [30][31], face recognition [32][33][34][35],
facial expression recognition [36][37][38], tracking
[39][40], action recognition [41][42], and pose
estimation [43][44]. A brief review of the manifold
learning in machine vision applications are described
below.

Shape Analysis: Xiao approach [30] describes
each shape by an especial graph. Isomap was applied
to the graph and an extracted set of points indicates
each shape in the data set. So matching two shapes is
performed by matching two point sets in different
spaces and corresponding point-sets performed by
semi-definite programming.
Face Recognition: Arandjelovic [34] considered
face recognition from Face Motion Manifolds
(FMMs). In addition, it is shown how geodesically
local FMM structure is modelled. The model
automatically leads to a stochastic algorithm for
generalizing the unseen modes of data variation.
Arandjelovic [35] recognized faces by using video
sequences both for training and test samples, in a
realistic, unconstrained setup in which lighting, posing
,and user motion pattern have a wide variability and
face images are of low resolution.
Facial Expression Recognition: Chang [38] used
a modified embedding Lipschitz [4] to embed aligned
facial features in a low-dimensional space while
keeping the main structure of the manifold. In the
embedded space, a complete expression sequence
becomes a path on the expression manifold emanated
from a centre that corresponds to the neutral
expression.
Tracking: Lee [40] tightly couples the tracking
and recognition modules within a single framework.
The complex nonlinear appearance manifold of each
registered person is partitioned into a collection of
sub-manifolds where each models the face
appearances of the person in nearby poses. The submanifold is approximated by a low-dimensional linear
subspace computed by principal component analysis
using images sampled from training video sequences.
The connectivity between the sub-manifolds is
modeled as transition probabilities between pairs of
sub-manifolds and these are learned directly from
training video sequences.
Action Recognition: Wang and Suter [42]
assumed that a given sequence of moving silhouettes
associated to an action video. By LPP project them
into a low-dimensional space to characterize the
spatiotemporal property of the action and to preserve
much of the geometric structure as well.
Pose Estimation: Yan [43] considered the pose
data space as a union of sub-manifolds which
characterizes different subjects instead of a single
continuous manifold as conventionally regarded. A
manifold embedding algorithm, dually supervised by
both identity and pose information, which is proposed
for person-independent precise 3-D pose estimation
means that the testing subject may not appear in the
model training stage.
IV.

LEARNING THE SHAPE MANIFOLD

In supervised feature extraction methods, dataset is
divided into training and test data. The class labels are
known in training data set. Therefore, the information
provided by class labels can be used to execute the
dimensionality reduction. This can be called
supervised dimensionality reduction in comparing to
the unsupervised scheme of the most dimensionality

reduction methods like PCA, MDS and Isomap.
Classical manifold learning methods, like Isomap
created by computational methods, are influenced on
noise-less samples such as Swiss roll effectively.
In specific applications such as shape analysis and
object recognition, multiple feature spaces are
extracted. The method proposed in this paper is based
on fusion of multiple shape feature spaces. Fusion is
done in decision phase. Decision for shape
classification is based on kNN for each space.
Euclidean distance between the test and training
samples is the basis for determining accuracy in kNN
classification. In each space, to reduce the semantic
gap, it is important the compatibility of Euclidean and
semantic distance of feature vectors.
In this paper, samples are described in multiple
feature spaces. The purpose of this approach is the
reduction of semantic gap by analyzing multiple
feature spaces as well as the classification methods.
Our proposed method for shape classification is
done in four phases. (I) Learn the manifold space of
trained samples in each feature space, (II) learn the
map from observation space to manifold space, (III)
map test samples to manifold space in each space and
(IV) classifying the test sample based on committee of
multi-classifiers in each space.
Phase I) Learning the manifold space
Learning the manifold space of trained samples in
each space is explained as follow:
1. Start from a shape data set X={x1,x2,…,xN} with N
shape samples. Consider T and S are set of Train and
Test shapes with NT and NS members where X=T  S
and N=NT+NS.
2. S={s1,s2,…,sK} is the set of K shape feature spaces. xi
in each feature space is described as xki, a Dk
dimensional feature vector.
3. Construct a dissimilarity graph Gk=(V,Ek) in each
feature space sk  {s1,s2,…,sK} where K is the number
of shape feature spaces. V is the set of NT training
samples and Ek=V×V.
4. xi and xj are two training data samples which would
be assigned to (xi,xj)  Ek and referred by edgekij that is
equal to Euclidean distance between xi and xj in sk
(||xki- xkj||). Because of dissymmetry, edgekij= edgekji .
5. For each (xi,xj)  Ek , decrease the noise of
dissimilarity by set edgekij İ× edgekij where xi and xj
are members of the same class, and set edgekij=Inf×
edgekij where xi and xj are not member of the same
class.
6. The neighbourhood graph, NGk of Gk, is
constructed. This is done by connecting nodes i and j
if they are closer than e or j is one of the E-nearest
neighbours of i.
7. The NGk can also be defined as a geodesic distance
matrix. The shortest path of pair wise nodes of Gk
defines The geodesic distance matrix,  ݇ܦܩ.
8. The construction of the manifold space ݂݇ , in each
observation space  ݇ݏ, is done by using MDS on
geodesic distance matrix,  ݇ܦܩ, in each space.

Classical scaling is concerned with the converse
problem: Given a matrix of Euclidean distances () ݇ܦܩ,
how we can determine the coordinates of a set of
points in a dimension ݀݇ . This is achieved via a
decomposition of ܰ × ܰ matrix ܶ ݇ between the
individual sums of squares and the products matrix
ܶ
ܶ ݇ = ܻ ݇ ܻ ݇ . Here, ܻ ݇ = {ݕ1݇ , ݕ2݇ , … ,  ܶ} ݇ܰݕis the
ܰ × ݀݇ matrix of coordinates.
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and
to construct ܶ from a given dissimilarity matrix  ݇ܦܩ.
The matrix ܶ ݇ is factorized to convert in the form of
ܶ
ܶ ݇ = ܻ ݇ ܻ ݇ . Since it is a real symmetrical matrix, it
can be written in the form of ܶ ݇ = ܷ߉ܷ ܶ , where the
columns of ܷ are the eigenvectors of ܶ ݇ and ߉ is a
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Therefore, we
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consider ܸ = ܷ߉2 . If a representation in a reduced
dimension is searched, then those eigenvectors that are
associated with the largest eigenvalues will be used.
݀݇ is chosen for some pre-specified threshold, Į Į
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Phase II) Learn the map to manifold space
As mentioned, a manifold space, ݂݇ , is learned for
each observation space,  ݇ݏ, by the proposed approach
in previous phase. In the learned space, mapping the
observations into a new space with fewer dimensions
and more rapprochements between semantical and
Euclidean dissimilarities are possible.
Phase I includes some technical difficulties that
arise when one uses the above procedure to map outof-samples without including them in the learning
stage. The difficulty of how to insert the out-of-sample
objects into the configuration of points that represents
the original objects in Euclidean space is an out-ofsample embedding problem [45]. A proper approach
to out-of-sample embedding depends on how the
original sample was embedded. Classic linear feature
extraction approaches, such as PCA, only make a
transition matrix for mapping in to the new lowdimensional space. Out-of-sample is multiplied by the
transition matrix and be mapped to new space. The use
of transition matrix in non-linear feature extraction
approaches is not correct in the presence of non-linear
background.
Mapping out-of-samples into manifold space can
be done by two analytical and soft computing
approaches.
In analytical approaches, a function like y=f(x)
which maps new sample, x, to manifold space should
be found.

On the other hand, in soft computing approaches,
two neural networks, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and
General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) can be
used. The two networks have the property that after
supervised feature extraction, mapping the training
samples can be done with high precision [46].
The proposed method is non-analytical. The use of
neural network, initially proposed in LLE [7], but it
did not mention the type of neural network. In this
study, we use GRNN to map out-of-samples to
manifold space.
So, ܰ ݇ , as a GRNN is trained to map samples from
observation space,  ݇ݏ, to manifold space, ݂݇ . The input
matrix to Nk is a Dk×NT, observation training samples
and the output matrix become a dk×NT, training
samples in manifold space.
Phase III) Mapping test samples to manifold space
In each spaces sk, map the Dk×NS, matrix of the
test samples into the observation space Zk, dk×NS,
matrix of the test samples in manifold space.
Phase IV) Committee of classifiers in manifold
space
For each manifold space, use kNNk as classifier.
The final classification result is based on committee
opinion of K classifiers.
The method is capable of
learning separable
manifold spaces for each observation space. The
learned manifold spaces have lower dimensionality
than the corresponding observation space. In the
learned manifold space, samples with geometric
distances are closer to their conceptual distance.
Learning the new space is only based on the training
(labeled) samples and the classification (labeling) of
the test (unlabeled) samples is based on kNN, in each
manifold space. The final classification is based on
voting of classifiers. So that the vote of each classifier
is based on the corresponding manifold space.
The label of training samples are used in
classification and extracting a new space in which the
dimensionality of samples are closer to their intrinsic
dimensionality. Therefore, it improves the accuracy of
the classification method.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes the experiments of the
proposed approach. Section 4.1 explains three shape
indexing methods (K=3) and section 4.2 evaluates the
proposed manifold learning methods on Kimia-216
[47] shape dataset.
A. Shape Feature Spaces
Three spaces (K=3) of shape descriptors are
employed in the experiments. To obtain the
description vector in the first space (s1), the shape
image should be normalized. So, the larger dimension
of image is changed to 250 pixels without altering the
aspect ratio of image size. Then, the contour pixels are
smoothed by four neighborhood pixels and their
distances from the centre gravity point are calculated,
Fourier coefficients are computed and divided by the
first Fourier coefficient. The absolute values of the
coefficients result are computed and the description

vector is created with the first 60 absolute values. The
first Fourier coefficients are the most important values.
Therefore, other absolute values will be ignored. In the
experiments, shapes are indexed with D1=60
dimensional vectors.

space, we used a committee of three classifiers. We
recorded 3 misclassifications in 216 experiments. The
accuracy is 98.61% as shown in TABLE I. In learning
the manifold space İand Inf and E are set to 10-0.5,3.5
and 23.

In the second space (s2), similar to s1, shape is
normalized with 250 pixels and the contour points are
smoothed. For each point on the contour, the distance
to the farthest point on the contour is computed. Then,
the Fourier transform of the distances and the absolute
value of the coefficients will be found. The absolute
values are divided by the first coefficient. The
description vector is created by the first 30 absolute
values for each shape image. Therefore, in this space,
shapes are indexed with D2=30 dimensional vectors.

The results of Table I, shows the effectiveness of
the proposed method in improving the accuracy for
each of the three feature spaces. In each of observation
space, initially the graph is constructed based on the
labeled samples. Then, the conceptual mapping from
semantical space to observation spaces is performed
according to Phase 1 of the proposed method.
Mapping to manifold space for new samples (Phase 3)
is done by the learned GRNN as presented in Phase 2.
The improvements are due to the closed distances
between the geometrical and conceptual ones in
manifold spaces. This is indebted to the first, the
conceptual mapping from semantical spaces to the
observation spaces, and second, removing the
irrelevant neighborhoods which have had some
negative effects in finding the geodesic distances of
samples. GRNN has the property that mapping of
training samples can be done with high precision. The
same thing is true for the test samples. The
experimental results are confirmed the proposed
expectation. Fig. 2 illustrates the misclassification
improvement in the proposed method. It shows the
improvement in classification results. Therefore, it
indicates that the geometrical distances from test
samples to train ones on the manifold space are more
related to their semantic distance.

Shape images are normalized to 151 × 151 pixels
in the third space (s3). The polar coordinates are
evaluated by the normalized shapes. Zernike moments
will be evaluated up to 8th level. Therefore, shapes are
indexed with D3=25 dimensional vectors in this space.
B. Kimia-216 dataset
In this section we test our manifold learning
method for supervised shape retrieval on Kimia-216
[47] and compare the results with the state-of-the art
approaches for the shape classification. Kimia-216 is a
subset of dataset MPEG-7 Part B [48]. In particular,
Kimia-216 includes 216 binary images classified in 18
classes with 12 images per class. Fig. 1 shows sample
shapes for each class as well as elephant class shapes.

TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF ACCURACY IN OBSERVATION AND
MANIFOLD SPACES. THE FINAL ACCURACY IS BASED ON
COMMITTEE IN EACH SPACE.
Observation

Manifold

Space

Accuracy

Space

Accuracy

Improvement rate

s1

95.37

s1

96.76

1.39%

s2

93.52

s2

95.83

2.31%

s3

91.20

s3

94.44

3.24%

Committee Accuracy Committee Accuracy
97.22

98.64

1.42%

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF LEAVE-1-OUT
EXPERIMENTS ON THE KIMIA-216 DATASET
Figure 1. Classes of Kimia-216 dataset and samples of elephant
class shapes.

Experiments are based on “standard” leave-one-out
cross validation classification that each of the 216
samples, in turn, is left out for testing, whereas all the
remaining 215 samples were employed for training
that is, no validation data were employed at all.
First, we carried out the experiments by using
feature vectors in observation spaces 1, 2 and 3
separately by a kNN (k=3) classifier. We recorded 6
misclassifications in 216 experiments based on a
committee of three classifiers. The accuracy is 97.22%
as shown in TABLE I.
Second, we carried out 216 Leave-1-Out
classification experiments using learning the manifold
space on three observation spaces by a kNN (k=3)
classifier. Then, similar to classification in observation

Method

Classification Accuracy

Committee in Manifold Space

98.64

Tree-Union [23]

97.7

Committee in Observation
Space
Class-Segment-Sets [24]
Lattice-Computing [26]
Skeleton-Based [25]

97.22
97.2
95.4
94.1

Table II shows the comparison of the proposed
method with others on the Kimia-216 Dataset. We
obtained an accuracy of 98.64%, which shows the
highest ever reported accuracy value in the literature
on this data set. This table shows the highest ever
reported accuracy value in the literature on this data
set.

Observation Space

Manifold Space

s1 (9 misclassified)

s1 (7 misclassified)

s2 (14 misclassified)

s2 (9 misclassified)

s3 (19 misclassified)

s3 (12 misclassified)

Committee (6 misclassified)

Committee (3 misclassified)

Figure 2. Illustration of misclassification improvement by manifold space.

VI.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This work has demonstrated novel supervised
manifold learning for shape classification. In vision
applications such as object recognition and image
annotation, multiple array of sensors capture sample
features in different feature spaces. It is important to
map the samples in each space to enhance the
compatibility of Euclidean distance of samples to
semantic distance. The main innovation in the present
research is the effective use of representing the shape
samples in the multiple feature spaces to learn multiple
shape manifold spaces. In each manifold space,
Euclidean distances of shape feature vectors are more
compatible
with
semantic
distances.
Final
classification is done by committee of multiple
classifier opinions.
Experiments on Kimia-216 dataset improve the results
on manifold space than s1, s2 and s3 as 1.39%, 2.31%
and 3.24%. The final classification result based on
committee of classifiers improves the accuracy in
manifold space compared with the observation space
as 1.42%.
However, feature extraction is well done for
available samples, but feature extraction of the out-ofsamples is done only using GRNN. This also can be
done by adding new samples to the existing graph by a
semi-supervised approach. Also, in the proposed
method, fusion of multiple feature spaces is performed
in decision level. Feature spaces can be combined in
feature level or in graph construction level. In the
proposed method, non-linear feature extraction is
based on a distance driven approach. In future,
topological driven approaches [7][49][8] are used in
feature extraction methodology.
The proposed method for shape classification can
be used in other machine vision applications. In our
research group, automatic image annotation (AIA) is
the ongoing project based on the proposed method.
AIA has an important role in information and

communication technologies like semantical web
filtering, image mining and indexing of image
databases. The main objective of this project is to
reduce the semantic gap. So, the continuity between
the instances of a semantic at the semantic space is
also kept in feature space.
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